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This invention relates to Venetian blinds and, 
more particularly, to a Venetian blind bottom 
bar assembly and ?ttings therefor". 
A Venetian blind is essentially an assembly of 

spaced, superimposed slats supported by two or 
more so-called “ladder tapes,” each ladder tape 
consisting of a pair-of spaced, vertical tapes 
connected at intervals by short, horizontal tapes 
called “rungs” which support the slats; A some 
what heavier, lowermost slat termed the‘ “bot- ' 
tom bar” receives the lower ends of‘ the ladder 
tapes. 
Venetian blinds are customarily provided with 

two or more lift cords, the lift cords usually 
being passed downwardly through holes in‘ the 
slats adjacent each ladder tape and anchored 
to the bottom bar. In raising the blind to open 
position, the lift cords are pulled upwardly so 
as to raise the bottom bar,the ladder tapes col 
lapsing and the slats accumulating on the top 
of the bottom bar. It‘ is sometimes desirable 
to remove some or all of the slats‘ of the blind 
for cleaning or replacement: and the slats cannot 
be withdrawn from the. ladder tapes‘ without 
?rst detaching the lift cords-from the bottom bar 
and pulling the lift cords as in raising the‘ blind 
to withdraw the cords‘from' the slats‘. 

In the form shown of the. present invention, 
a bottom bar assembly is comprised» of‘ a sheet 
metal channel of generally rectangular cross 
section, the open side of. which is. closed, by. a 
cover which may be. formed of- a Venetian. blind» 
slat. The lower ends of. each ladder tape and 
associated lift cord are received by a stamped 
sheet metal anchor located between the. channel 
and the cover and having ladder-tape-engaging 
portions and a lift-cordl-engaging portionof the 
so-called “keyhole slot” type which is-adaptedv 
to receive the end of a lift- cord to Whichan 
enlargement, such as a sheet metal bead,pre 
viously has been attached. Theganchor is par- 
ticularly adapted for easy‘ insertion’ or with 
drawal of the lift cord and is located beneath 
each lift cord opening- or. routholeot theibottom 
bar cover, the anchor being- slidable relative 
to the cover to uncover‘ the'large end of, the 
keyhole slot for insertion or withdrawal of. the 
cord and to uncover the smaller end of the: slot 
for retention of the cord. ‘In some respects, 
this assembly and ?tting; is‘ an improvement‘ 
over that shown in Harry Nelson application 
S. N.780,653 and my prior application S. Ni 
142,492. This ?tting and: assembly has an-im 
proved appearance and g ?rmly retains the’ lift 
cord;_ and, atvthe same:time;, the“ lift‘ cordec'an 
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2 
be easily detached or attached? without disas 
sembling the bottom: bar. 

An‘ object‘ of this invention is to provide an 
improved- metal bottom bar assembly and ?tting 
for Venetian blinds, in which the lift cord is 
securely anchored within the bottom bar, that 
may be quickly detached or attached without 
special‘tool's and- without disassembling the bot 
tomibar, and which'has an improved‘ appearance. 

Other. objects‘of this invention areto provide 
such an- assembly which may: be easily and 
economically fabricated from‘ rolled or stamped 
sheet metal parts, which is easily assembled, and 
which is‘ durable and dependable (in operation. 
Other objects,‘ and objects relating to details 

and economies of manufacture, assembly, and 
use, will more de?nitely appear» in the detailed 
description to follow. 7 - 

My invention is clearly de?ned in the appended 
claims; In the claims, as well as-in the‘d'escrip 
tion, parts are at times identi?ed by speci?c 
names for clarity and convenience, but-such 
nomenclature is" to be understood as having- the 
broadest- meaning consistent with the context 
and with the‘ concept‘ of my invention as dis 
tinguished from the pertinent prior art. The 
best form in which-I have contemplated apply 
ing' my‘ invention is- illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings forming-‘part of this- speci?ca 
tion, in which: I _ 

Fig;v l is’ a perspective-view of" a lift cord‘ and 
ladder tape anchor constructed in'accordance 
with the‘ present invention; 

Fig} 2 is a perspective 'view- of a bottom‘ bar 
assembly; only? a- portion ofv the bottom bar, lift 
cord,aand"laddertape being shown. The‘use of a 
screw' driver to displace the-anchor in order to 
release the lift cord is shown- diagrammatically. 

Fig. '31 is aiivix'ewv similar to'Fig; 2, the lift cord 
anchor!» having beenzdispla'c'edf and the lift» cord 
disengagedfi'om the bottom'ba'r'. 

Fig‘. 4,-‘is1a:top" plan view of' the assembly,‘ only 
a portion-ofthebottom barl' and-ladder't'ape being 
shown} The lift cord has‘ been omittedv from 
this View. ' a 

Fig. 5? is. a transverse: section, through" the» bot; 
tom b'arass'embly, including‘th‘e‘ilift cord and lad 
derrv tape, tak‘enorr the‘ lin'ei5'—‘5r of Fig. 45., 

Fig. 6 is a verticalzsectio'n' of the assembly'taken 
on the line 6=—6~~ of Fig.‘ 5; the lift cord being 
shown engaged With the anchor. 

Fig; ‘7 is a view' similar to Fig’; 6, the anchor 
‘ havingqbeen‘ displaced and:the lift cord‘disen 
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gaged'yfrom the bottom bar. _ 
Referring now‘ to the drawings, , the bottom. 
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bar assembly, with which the lift cord and ladder 
tape anchor of the present invention is associ 
ated, is formed of a bottom bar channel Ill and a 
cover II closing the open side of the channel. 
The channel I0, which is of uniform cross sec 
tion throughout its length, may have the cross 
section indicated in Fig. 5 in which a sheet metai 
strip has been formed into a channel of gener 
ally rectangular cross section having a generally 
flat bottom wall I2 and upwardly extending side 
walls I4, I 4 terminating in inwardly directed lon 
gitudinal edges I5, I5. In the form of channel 
shown in Fig. 5, portions of the bottom wall I2 
have been folded upwardly to form two parallel 
ribs l6, I6 extending upwardly from the bottom 
wall of the channel and terminating generally 
between the edges I5, I5 of the channel. 
The cover II for the open side of the bottom 

bar channel is preferably formed of a resilient, 
transversely arched strip of metal such as metal . 
Venetian blind slat stock. Holes H are provided 
for entrance of the lower ends of the lift cords 
into the bottom bar assembly. These holes may 
conveniently be formed on the same machine used 
for punching the lift cord holes in the metal slats 
of a Venetian blind. 
The cover I I is held in position on the channel 

ID by the edges I5, l5 of the channel which over 
lie the edges of the cover. The cover may be in 
serted in the channel either by telescoping it with 
the channel or springing it into engagement by 
temporarily bending the channel to increase its 
transverse curvature. An end cap, not shown, is 
preferably used to close the ends of the bottom 
bar channel l0 so as to improve the appearance 
of the bottom bar. 
A lift cord and ladder tape anchor I9 is located 

between the cover II and the ribs IE, IS of the 
channel at each of the holes I‘! in the cover for 
receiving the lift cords. 
tion is disclosed in Nelson application S. N. 
780,653. 7 

The anchor I9 of the present invention, which 
is in some respects an improvement over that 
shown in the Nelson application and my prior 
application S. N. 142,492, may be formed of a 
generally rectangular sheet metal stamping 
adapted to ?t between the side walls I4, I4 of 
the bottom bar channel and between the ribs 
I6, I6 of the channel and the underside of the 
cover II. The anchor has a generally flat cen 
tral portion 20 formed to detachably secure the 
lower end of a lift cord 2I of the blind and side 
portions 22, 22 formed to engage the lower ends 
of the ladder tape 24. The anchor I9 is formed 
to follow generally the transverse arch of the 
cover II by inclining the side portions 22, 22 
downwardly slightly from the central portion 20. 
The central portion 20 of the anchor I9 is pro 

vided with a so-called “keyhole slot” which is‘ 
formed of a larger slot portion or hole 26 converg 
ing into a somewhat smaller slot portion or hole 
21 through a necked-down transition portion 29 
of a lesser width than either of the slot por 
tions 26 or 21. The larger slot 26 may have the 
generally semicircular form shown in Fig. 1 and 
is su?iciently large to readily admit an enlarge 
ment such as the sheet metal bead 30 crimped 
about the lower end of the lift cord 2 I. 
The smaller slot portion 21 is preferably gen 

erally oval in outline, the narrow dimension of 
the slot portion being slightly greater than the 
diameter of the lift cord H and lesser than the 
diameter of the head 30. As will be explained 
subsequently, the length of this portion of the 

This general organiza- ' 
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slot is such that the closed end (end away from 
the larger slot portion 26) preferably extends 
beyond the side of the hole I? in the cover II 
at all times. 
The transition portion 29 of the slot 25 is 

preferably slightly narrower in width than the 
diameter of the lift cord so as to require that 
the cord be crowded somewhat to force it from 
the larger into the smaller portions of the slot 
25. Preferably, the transition portion 29 of the , 
slot is short to facilitate squeezing of the cord 
therethrough, and the sides of the slot converge 
slightly towards the smaller portion 27 of the 
slot to assist in entering the lift cord therein. 
The marginal area SI of the anchor about the 

smaller slot portion 27 is upwardly inclined away 
from the transition portion 29 at the open end 
of the slot and towards the closed end thereof. 
This area engages the bead 30 at the lower end 
of the lift cord and the inclination of the area 
serves to bias the lift cord and bead away from 
the open end of the slot portion when the lift 
cord is supporting the bottom bar, as in raising 
the blind. A cam surface 32 of the central por 
tion of the anchor 19 serves to join the upper 
edge of the area 33 with the general plane of 
the portion. The function of this surface will 
be described in connection with the operation 
of the ‘bottom bar assembly as a whole. 
A pair of upwardly projecting tabs 34, 312 are 

located one on each side of the portion 29 of 
the slot 25. These tabs may be formed from 
metal displaced in forming the larger slot por 
tion 28 and project upwardly slightly higher 
than the upper edge of the marginal area 3|. 
The function of these tabs will be explained 
hereinafter in connection with the operation of 
the assembly. 
The side portions 22, 22 of the anchor I9 may 

be provided with means for engaging the indi 
vidually looped lower ends of the ladder tape 
branches. This ladder-tape-engaging means 
may comprise an opposed long ?nger 35 and 
short ?nger 36 struck from and extending par 
allel to and slightly below each side portion 22. 
In engaging the ladder tape branch with the 
?ngers 35 and 35, the tape branch is ?rst crowded 
onto the long ?nger 35 and then shifted to also 
extend about the short ?nger 36, the combined 
length of the ?ngers approximating the width 
of the ladder tape so as to receive the tape in 
flat condition. The edge 31 of each side portion 
22 opposite the ?ngers 35 and 35 may be de 
pressed slightly to provide additional clearance 
for passage of the ladder tape branch between 
the edges of the anchor and the inturned longi 
tudinal edges l5, I5 of the'channel Ii). Similar 
side portions 22, 22 are shown and claimed‘in 
Nelson, application S. N. 780,653. 
In assembling the bottom bar organization, 

the looped lower ends of the ladder tapes 24 
are engaged within ?ngers 35 and 36, a separate 
anchor being used for each ladder tape. The 
cover II, which has previously had lift cord 
holes I1 formed therein, is then placed on the 
anchors I9 with the tabs 34, 34 of the anchors 
projecting upwardly through the holes. The 
cover may then be assembled onto the bottom 
bar channel If! either by telescoping the chan 
nel onto the cover or by springing the cover 
into position within the channel. 
After the slats of the blind have been assem 

bled onto the ladder tapes 24 in the usual man 
ner, the lift cords 2| may be passed downwardly 
through the holes in the slats. The lift cord 
holes in the slats and in the cover II are sum 
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ciently 'wide ‘to ip'a‘ss "the‘b'ea'd '30 ‘at the bottom 
end "of‘each lift‘cord. , K, _ _, 

To_' insert the‘lift cord end withinithe'bo‘ttom 
bar, the anchor l9 is‘forced‘to'theleft'as ‘viewed 
in the drawings so as to force the tabs 34, '34 
against'the left side of the'hole "l1 in'the cover, 
thus aligning the larger slot portionjz? withjthe 
hole ‘in the cover (see Figs. 3 and 7),. The 
anchor may be forced along the bottom bar by 
pressing ‘with a screw driver or by hand against 
‘the tabs 34, 33 (see Fig. 2.). The anchor i?'may 
also'be moved along the bottomv bar ‘byjgrasping 
the ladder tape branches immediately above ‘the 
bottom bar and pulling them inthe direction in 
which it is desired to move the anchor. v 

After the bead 30 on'the lift cord haswbeen 
entered within the bottom bar, the anchor l9 
may be moved to the right as viewed in the 
drawings, the lift cord 2! being guided into the 
transition portion 29 of the slot 25. Upon press 
ing the anchor 19 further to the,right,'the lift 
cord is crowded against the right margin of the 
lift cord hole I1 and forced into the smaller 
slot portion 21, which is smaller than the diam 
eter of the bead 30 and, thus, retains the end 
of the lift cord. The tabs 34, 34 limit movement 
of the anchor l9 both to the right and to the 
left. 
The anchor I9 is frictionally engaged between 

the ribs l6, 16 of the'bottom bar channel and 
the underside of the resilient cover II. For 
tuitous movement of the anchor to release the 
lift cord is resisted by the raised part of the lift 
cord-engaging portion of the vanchor, including 
the area 3| and cam surface 32 which are re- . 
ceived within the lift‘ cord hole I‘! in the cover 
when the anchor is moved to the right into 
cord-engaging position (see Figs. 4 and 6). In 
moving the anchor to the left, the cam surface 
32 engages the margin of the lift cord hole I‘! 
of the cover so as to force the central portion 
of the cover upwardly slightly against ‘its bias 
(Fig. '7). , , 

The upwardly inclined area 3| about the slot 
portion 2''! tends to center the lift cord in the 
hole I‘! whenever the blind is raised and the 
weight of the bottom bar assembly is supported 
by the lift cords, which further tends to prevent 
fortuitous disengagement of the lift cords from 
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the bottom bar. As explained above, the smaller ' 
slot portion 21 is sufficiently long to project be- ' 
yond the far or left side of the lift cord hole 11 
of the cover II when the tabs 34, 34 are against 
the right-hand side of the lift cord hole (see 
Figs. 2, 4, and 6). Accordingly, there is no 
tendency for the anchor IE! to be moved to the 
left relative to the cover and into lift-cord-re 
leasing position, even though the lift cord 2| 
be pulled sharply to the left as viewed in the 
drawings, since the lateral component of this 
pull will be resisted principally by the left side 
edge of the lift cord hole H. 
The above-described organization is pleasing 

in appearance and will safely and dependably 
retain the lift cords, and at the same time the 
lift cords may be detached quickly and without 
the use of special tools or disassembly of the 
bottom bar to permit removal of the slats for 
cleaning or replacement. 
In the form shown of the present invention, 

a single anchor has been shown for both the 
lift. cord and ladder tape, but is within the 
purview of the’invention to use separate anchors 
or attaching means for the lift cord and for 
the ladder tape. ' 
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’ fl. ‘Ayenetian blind bottom barias'semblm'com 
prising‘: a bottom ‘bar channel, a cover closing 
the'open ‘sideof the "channel and provided with 
holes for receiving the'ends of thelift‘cords of , 
al'blind,‘ and a lift'cord anchor located :Within 
the channel beneath each lift cord hole 'and'dis 
'placeable' lengthwise of: the channel, the anchor 
being formed of ajplate having an opening reg 
istrable with the lift‘ cord hole for admitting‘ the 
terminal'enlargementof a" lift cord and merging 
into a smaller opening ‘to ‘retain the ‘lift cord 
registrable with'the lift cord hole‘ of the cover 
upon displacement of ‘the anchor. 

'2, A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 
prising :' ‘a bottom bar'channel, a cover closing the 
open side’ 'of the channel‘ and' provided with holes 
for receiving the‘en'ds'vof the lift cords of_'a blind, 
and 'a' lift cord anchorlocated within the'chan 
nel beneath each lift cord hole and Vdisplaceable 
lengthwise of the channel, the anchor having an 
opening registrable with the lift cord hole for 
admitting the enlarged'end of a lift cord and 
merging through a transition portion into a 
smaller "opening registrable with the lift cord 
hole of the cover upon displacement of the an 
chor to retain the lift cord, and having a portion 
adjacent the transition portion of the slot and 
projecting upwardly vthrough the lift cord hole 
for limiting disYplac'e’riient‘movement of mean 
chor. ' 

3. 'A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 
prising: a bottom bar channel, a cover closing the 
open‘ side of the channel and provided with holes 
for receiving the ends of‘ the lift cords of a blind, 
‘and a‘ lift cord anchor located within the chan 
nel beneath each lift ‘cord hole and displaceable 
relative to the lift cord hole, the anchor having 
an ‘opening registrable with the lift cord hole 
for admitting the terminal enlargement of a lift 
cord, and merging into a smaller opening'regis 
trable with the lift cord hole of the cover upon 
displacement of the anchor to retain the lift cord. 

‘4-. , A‘Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 
prising: a bottom bar channel, a cover closing 
the ‘open'side of the "channel and provided with 
holes for ‘receiving the ‘ends of the lift cords of a 
blind, and a lift cord anchor located within'the 
channel beneath each lift cord hole and displace 
ablelengthwise‘of the channel, each anchor hav 
ing an opening- registrable with the adjacent lift 
cord hole for admitting the terminal enlargement 
of a lift cord and merging into a smaller open 
ing registrable with the lift cord hole of the cov 
er upon displacement of the anchor to retain the 
lift cord, the portion of the anchor surrounding 
the smaller opening being inclined upwardly 
away from the open end thereof to aid in bias 
ing the cord away from the larger opening. 

5. A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 
prising: a bottom bar channel, a cover closing the 
open side of the channel and provided with holes 
for receiving the ends of the lift cords of a blind, 
and a lift cord anchor located within the chan 
nel beneath each lift cord hole and displaceable 
lengthwise of the channel, each anchor being 
provided with a generally flat central portion 
having an opening registrable with the adjacent 
lift cord hole for admitting the terminal enlarge 
ment of a lift cord and merging into a smaller 
opening to retain the lift cord registrable with 
the lift cord hole of the cover upon displacement 
of the anchor, a portion of the anchor adjacent 
the smaller opening being inclined upwardly 
from the general level of the central portion. 
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6. A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 

prising: a bottom bar channel, a cover closing 
the opening side of the channel and provided 
with holes for receiving the ends of the lift cords 
of a blind, and a lift cord anchor located with 
in the channel beneath each lift cord hole and 
displaceable lengthwise of the channel, each an 
chor being provided with a generally ?at central 
portion having an opening registrable with the 
adjacent lift cord hole for admitting the terminal 
enlargement of a lift cord and merging into a 
smaller opening to retain the lift cord registrable 
with the lift cord hole of the cover upon displace 
ment of the anchor, a portion of the anchor ad 
jacent the smaller opening being- inclined up 
wardly from the general level of the central por 
tion, and the anchor being provided with a short 
upward projection adjacent the merging portion 
of the openings received by the lift cord opening 
to limit displacement of the anchor. 

'7. A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, com 
prising: a bottom bar channel having upwardly 
and inwardly directed lateral edges and upstand 
ing ribs projecting from the bottom between the 
inwardly directed edges, a resilient, transversely 
arched cover closing the open side of the chan 
nel and provided with holes for receiving ter 
minal enlargements on the lift cords of a blind, 
and a lift cord anchor located beneath each lift 
cord hole and resiliently held between the up 
standing ribs of the channel and the cover, the 
anchor being shaped to conform in general to 
the arched form of the cover, being displaceable 
lengthwise of the channel, and having an open 
ing registrable with the lift cord hole for admit 
ting the terminal enlargement of the lift cord 
and merging into a smaller opening to retain the 
enlargement registrable with the lift cord hole 
of the cover upon displacement of the anchor. 

8. A bottom bar assembly as claimed in claim 
'7, in which each anchor is provided with a short 
upwardly projecting tab located at the transition 
portion of the slot and projecting through the lift 
cord hole to limit displacement of the anchor. 

9. In the Venetian blind art, a lift cord anchor 
for a bottom bar assembly, said anchor compris 
ing: a stamped sheet metal plate having a slot 
formed therein, one end portion of the slot being 
enlarged to admit a terminal enlargement on the 
end of a lift cord and the other end portion of 
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8 
the slot being somewhat smaller to retain the 
lift cord enlargement, and a projection extend 
ing upwardly from the plate opposite the transi 
tion between the smaller and larger end portions 
of the slot. 

10. In the Venetian blind art, a lift cord an 
chor for a bottom bar assembly, said anchor com 
prising: a stamped sheet metal plate having a 
slot formed therein, one end portion of the slot 
being enlarged to admit a terminal enlargement 
on the end of the lift cord and the other end por 
tion of the slot being somewhat smaller to retain 
the lift cord enlargement, and a short tab formed 
from the metal displaced in forming the slot and 
projecting upwardly from the plate opposite the 
transition between the smaller and larger end 
portions of the slot. 

11. A Venetian blind bottom bar assembly, 
comprising: a bottom bar channel, a cover clos 
ing the open sideof the channel and provided 
with holes for receiving the ends of lift cords of 
the blind, a lift cord anchor located within the 
channel beneath each lift cord hole of the cover 
and displaceable lengthwise of the channel, each 
anchor being provided with a generally ?at cen 
tral portion having an opening registrable with 
the adjacent lift cord hole for admitting the ter 
minal enlargement of the lift cord and merging 
into a smaller opening registrable with the lift 
cord hole of the cover upon displacement of the 
anchor to retain the lift cord, the anchor being 
provided with a short upward projection adja 
cent the merging portion of the openings which 
is received by the lift cord opening to limit dis 
placement of the anchor, the distance from said 
projection to the far end of the smaller opening 
being greater than the width of the lift cord hole 
of the cover. 
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